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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to develop accurate and simple current
controlled modulation technique for brushless DC (BLDC) motor drive. The approach is
applied to control phase current based on generation of quasi-square wave current by
using only one current controller for the three phases. Unlike the vector control method
which is complicated to be implemented, this simple current modulation technique
presents advantages such as phase currents are kept in balance and the current is
controlled through only one dc signal which represent maximum amplitude value of
trapezoidal current (Imax). This technique is performed with Proportional Integral (PI)
control algorithm and triangular carrier comparison method to generate Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) signal. In addition, the PI speed controller is incorporated with the
current controller to perform desirable speed operation of non-overshoot response. The
performance and functionality of the BLDC motor driver are verified via simulation by
using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The simulation results show the developed control system
performs desirable speed operation of non-overshoot and good current waveforms.

1 Introduction
Several years ago, many types of motors were developed to minimize the problems that are faced by
brushes DC motors. Among those types of motors, the use of brushless DC (BLDC) motor has
recently received much attention. This is because the BLDC motor offers many advantages including
higher efficiency, low maintenance, and more compact construction.
In many electrical drive applications, it is desirable to achieve dynamic speed response and low
current ripple during operation. The dynamic speed response measures how effectives the system
responses to a change in input signal. In the motor operation, the motor current and torque relate to
each other. Therefore, the torque ripple can be directly controlled by regulating the armature current
ripple. Several papers were reported to achieve this requirement, for examples [1] fully utilized the
available DC link voltage through over modulation strategy and [2] generated the maximum possible
voltage vector that is tangential to the flux component to have lower current ripple. Ultimately, all
these methods used a vector control which is complicated to be implemented. Therefore, a simple
current modulation method incorporating with speed control loop is developed to perform desirable
speed operation of non-overshoot and produces low current ripple.
This current modulation is introduced as a method to generate Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
which completely characterizes current ripple based on maximum amplitude of phase current (
)
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[3].
is a single dc signal which brings information of maximum amplitude current. This signal is
obtained from rectification process of the three phases armature currents. Base on this strategy, the
advantages are identified as a the phase currents are kept in balance and the current is controlled
through only one dc signal which represents
. These advantages and characteristic allows the
triangular carrier to be assigned as current control strategy because it is simpler and accurate [4]. In
speed loop, Proportional Integral (PI) algorithm controller is executed to correct the speed error
through PI gain multiplication and integration process and produce current reference for current
controller. Thus, incorporation triangular carrier current control with speed control allows the BLDC
motor to perform at desirable speed operation with low current ripple.

2 Control system
This paper presents a simple current controlled modulation technique for BLDC motor control system.
The control system is developed based on speed control loop, current control loop and position loop.
Figure 1 presents a schematic of the control strategy.
Based on this control system, actual motor speed ( ) is compared with reference speed (
), and
the produced speed error is processed in PI speed controller. The output of the controller is in
reference torque value ( ). Therefore, the torque reference is converted to equivalent reference
current ( ) by divide with motor torque constant ( ). This current becomes input of current
controller and being compared with maximum amplitude of single DC current (
). The maximum
amplitude DC current is obtained from three phases quasi-square armature currents. The current phase
A ( ) and phase B ( ) are sensed by current sensor meanwhile the current phase C ( ) is estimated
from both current information of phase A and B. Then, the three phases current are rectified to
produce maximum amplitude of single DC current. From the comparison between and
, the
current error signal is obtained. This error is passed through PI current controller and being processed.
The output of the controller is compared with a fixed amplitude and frequency triangular waveform to
produce PWM signal. This PWM signal and switching sequences from position loop are then
processed to generate modulation signal for each transistor of voltage source inverter. Performance of
torque is directly commanded by
and is assigned by speed error that has been fixed. The speed
error and current error is restricted by controller and triangular carrier to perform desirable speed
operation of non-overshoot and good real-time performance with low current ripple. The strategy
becomes simple because the control only needs command from single dc current instead of three
quasi-square current template [4].

Figure 1. Block diagram of control strategy for BLDC.
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3 Current control design
The concept of current controlled modulation method is based on comparison of phase current with
reference current and the error between them is used to drive the inverter. During the operation, the
main task of this control method is to force the phase current to follow the reference current.
For triangular carrier control, the switching frequency is constant. Figure 2 represents the concept
of triangular carrier control. In this method, the maximum amplitude phase current is compared to the
reference current and the error of the current becomes input for PI current controller which produce
altered signal to restrict the error and improve the performance of inverter. Then, the altered error
signal is compared to fixed amplitude and frequency of triangular carrier. If this error is positive and
larger than triangular carrier the switch is turned ON and if the error is positive and smaller than
triangular carrier the switch is turned off [7].

Figure 2. Ideal waveform of maximum current, error signal and control signal.

The PI current controller is used in this method to suppress the harmonics, noise, current ripple
and total harmonic distortion. The values of Kp and Ki determine transient response and steady state
error of the triangular carrier control. The value of both gains can be obtained from the equation below
[8].
(1)
(2)
= proportional gain,
= integral gain,
Where,
= DC supply voltage.
frequency,

= phase inductance,

= triangular carrier

The output of PI current controller in discrete domain can be expressed as
(3)
Where,
= controller output value in step n,
= controller output in step n-1,
proportional and integral gain,
= current error in step n,
= current error in step n-1.
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4 Speed control design
The current modulation methods that being simulated are triangular carrier control. This method is
designed to incorporate with speed control loop to improve the dynamic response and reduce the
steady-state error of speed response. Comparison between reference speed and motor speed produce
error and being processed in PI speed controller. The general form of PI controller arrangement with
BLDC model system arrangement is displayed in Figure 3 for tuning procedure. The equation model
for BLDC motor is derived from [9]. Output of PI controller is in torque value. Thus, reference current
(
) is obtained by divide torque value with motor torque constant ( ).

Figure 3. PI schematic for PI controller with BLDC system model arrangement.

5 Simulation result
Simulation model is established using MATLAB/SIMULINK to evaluate the performance of the
system. The main parameters of BLDC motor for simulation are listed in Table 1. The system is
simulated at sampling time 2μsec, and for current control parameter, the triangular carrier frequency is
15 kHz.
Table 1. Simulation parameter of BLDC motor.
Parameter

Value

Phase resistance

0.804 [Ω]

Phase inductance

0.000439 [H]

DC link voltage

24 [V]

Number of pole

4

Torque constant

0.04 [Nm/A]

Voltage constant

4.168 [V/krpm]

For verifying the control technique performance on speed response, the simulation test is done
with various operating condition (no load and with load) and speed response with step change in
reference speed. Figure 4(a) and (b) shows current and speed response at operating condition of no
load when step change happens in reference speed. It can be observed that the phase currents decrease
from 2A to 1A respectively to the speed step change from 2000 rpm to 1000 rpm at time 0.8s. It is
match with the control technique where the output of speed controller is feed into current controller in
value of reference current. This is proven that the average current supply is modulated to control the
motor speed. The motor speed shows that the response smoothly rises up and slow down to steady
state condition when the speed reference decreases. It can be observed in Figure 4(c) and 4(d) that,
the speed ripples are control within the speed references. This is because the speed ripples are forced
to follow its reference by speed controller.
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The current response, speed response and speed ripple at load operation condition are presented
respectively in Figure 5 (a), (b), (c) and (d). The current shows it reduction from 3A to 2A
respectively to the speed step change from 2000 rpm to 1000 rpm. It can be observed that the load
operation cause the motor run with higher current supply compare to no load operation. For speed
ripple, it show that the response at both level of speed is controlled and restricted within it references.
Speed Ripple at Reference 2000 rpm
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Figure 4. No load simulation result for change in reference speed from 2000 rpm to 1000 rpm at t=0.8s
(a) Current response (b) Speed response (c) Speed ripple at 2000 rpm (d) Speed ripple at 1000 rpm.
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Figure 5. With load simulation result for change in reference speed from 2000 rpm to 1000 rpm at t=0.8s
(a) Current response (b) Speed response (c) Speed ripple at 2000 rpm (d) Speed ripple at 1000 rpm.
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6 Conclusion
A different control strategy for brushless dc machines has been presented. It is based on the generation
of quasi-square currents using only one current controller for the three phases and incorporating with
speed control loop. The advantages of this strategy are listed as very simple control scheme, the phase
currents are kept in balance and the current is controlled through only one dc signal. These
characteristics allow for implementation of the triangular carrier as a current control strategy for the
power transistors, which is simpler than other options and also offers .good performance in speed and
current waveform. The simulation results show the agreement with theoretical where the developed
control system performs desirable speed operation of non-overshoot and good current waveforms.
Therefore, it is expected that this simple control system for BLDC motor drives will help reduce the
complexity of motor control hardware.
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